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Neural Networks (NN) play a crucial role in all intelligent system design, as its ability to learn and mimic brain behavior. Many applications use Neural Networks in their implementations such as identify, simulate and control nonlinear system. In this work, a neural network mapped to reconfigurable platform Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) to impersonator first order system (RC) circuit. Due to the inability to predict output of electronics nonlinear mathematical way so used feedback system to calculate the exact output of any electronic device. Elman Neural Network is recurrent neural networks with special feedback from output layer to hidden layer, it is the best candidate for this kind of application as it is ability to remember the previous result. Elman Neural Network has a limited memory to store the previous output. Neural Networks in general contain three main layers: input layer, hidden layer (in between) and output layer. In Elman Neural Network hidden layer contains a feedback to reserve the old output of this layer. In this paper, Elman Neural Network has been used with four hidden layer and multi neurons in each hidden layer. The input layer has three inputs and the output layer has one outputs. Multi-points of the electronic device are selected to act as the input of analog to digital (A/D) converter, and then to the network input layer, the electronic device is connected to neural network during the training phase. The neural network training by matlab, c++ language, c under zynq. After the training, the neural network will replace the functionality of electronic device. The resulted (trained) neural network saved in DDR (RAM) and mapped to hardware using FPGA by using zedboard.
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INTRODUCTION

Artificial Networks (ANNs) is a mathematical method designed to simulate the way in which the human brain a specific task by a huge processing distributed parallelism, and made up of simple processing elements, these units are only computational elements called neurons or contract which has a nervous property, from where they store experimental practical knowledge and information to make it available to the user and
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by adjusting the weights (Suzuki, 2011). Simple mathematical operation to represent ANN is: multiplication, summation and activation. This operation worked as: the inputs of layer multiplied by weighted that means every input has individual weight. In the second step done by summation operation that mean sums all result of first step with bias, the result of second step is passing through activation (Nielsen, 2011). The first successful attempt to represent the nerve cell artificially had in 1943 where it was made up of two layers input layer and the rest of the cell and fired name on this cell acronym for the names of scientists inventors (MCP) (Warren S McCulloch and Walter Pitts) (McCulloch). Elman Neural Networks or can be called a simple recurrent neural network invented by Jeffry Elman in 1990, it was a small network content from (1 node in input layer, 2 node in hidden layer, 2 node in context layer, 1 node in output layer) to represent XOR gate (Elman, 1990). In 1993 (D T Pham) used the Elman neural network and modified Elman neural network to recognize the linear and non-linear system by using C language in IBM-386 processor (D T Pham, 1992) in 2006 (A Kalinli) was devise a new type of neural network by make a company between the Elman neural network with NARX network to make Elman Network with Embedded Memory and applied it to recognize linear and non-linear system (Kalinli, 2006). In 2009 F J Linto control Linear Ultrasonic Motor and implementation it in FPGA type (XC2V1000) (Lin et al., 2009).

**ELMAN NEURAL NETWORKS AND MODIFICIT ELMAN NEURAL NETWORKS**

**Basic Elman Networks**

Elman Neural Networks contain four layer: (input layer, hidden layer, context layer, output layer), input layer acts as a buffer layer pass the extern inputs to hidden layer without any changes, hidden layer contain (multiplier, summation, transfer function), while the context layer acts as memories of hidden layer to save the previous value of hidden layer without any change. The output layer have the same contain of hidden layer. The result of output layer is the output of neural network to external environment. The

![Figure 1:Elman Neural Network](image)
structure of Elman neural network can represent in Figure 1 (Pham, 1992).

From the Figure 1 can noticed the external input \((u)\) passed through input layer to hidden layer, in the hidden layer the input multiply by their weight and the same thing about context unit, after that sum all result of multipliers and pass the result to transfer function the transfer function in hidden layer usually acts as non-linear function after that pass the result to output layer. In the output layer multiply the input (passed from hidden layer) by their weight and passed the result to transfer function after summation it. The transfer function in output layer usually can be linear. Can obtain this by following equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_i(k) &= \sum_{j=1}^{m} u(k)w^u_i(k-1) + \dot{x}^c_{i,j}(k)w^c_{i,j}(k-1) \\
x_i(k) &= f(\dot{x}_i(k)) \\
x_{ci}(k) &= x_i(k-1) \\
\dot{y}_i(k) &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i(k)w^y_i(k-1) \\
y(k) &= g(\dot{y}_i(k))
\end{align*}
\]

where

\(u\): Input vector.
\(w^u_i\): Input's weight.
\(w^c_{i,j}\): Hidden's weight.
\(w^y_i\): Output's weight.
\(x_i\): Hidden layer’s output.

\(f\): Transfer function of hidden layer.
\(x_{ci}\): Context layer’s value.
\(g\): Transfer function of output layer.
\(y\): Output vector.

**Modified Elman Networks**

The structure of Modified Elman Neural Network is the same as Elman Neural Network with self-connection in context layer, the self-feedback increase dynamic memorization of the network, can be depicted in Figure 2 can noticed the last value of context layer effected to current value of context layer with and summation with the value of hidden layer.

Can obtain this by following equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_i(k) &= \sum_{j=1}^{m} u(k)w^u_i(k-1) + \dot{x}^c_{i,j}(k)w^c_{i,j}(k-1) \\
x_i(k) &= f(\dot{x}_i(k)) \\
x_{ci}(k+1) &= x_i(k) + wc * x_i^c(k) \\
\dot{y}_i(k) &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i(k)w^y_i(k-1) \\
y(k) &= g(\dot{y}_i(k))
\end{align*}
\]

where

\(wc\): context’s weight constant.

**Dynamic Backpropagation Algorithm**

Backpropagation algorithm is method of training Artificial Neural Networks was invented by (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986) for feed-forward neural networks and develop to applied to content recurrent neural network by Pineda (1989),
Dynamic backpropagation algorithm used to train Modified Elman neural network based on the Flowchart 1, this work done by chosen a random value of weight and change is depended on minimum square error rate and that change weight depend on following Equation (Pham, 1996):

\[
\Delta w_{ij} = -y_d(k) - y(k)x_i(k)
\]

\[
\Delta w_{ij} = -y_d(k) - y(k)w_{ij} \frac{df}{dx_i(k)} x_i(k-1)
\]

\[
\Delta w_{ij} = -(y_d(k) - y(k))w_{ij} \frac{df}{dx_i(k)} x_i(k-1)
\]

\[w_{new} = w_{old} + \alpha \Delta w\]

After calculating the new value of weight we test the network that happen by applying the new weight and calculate the square error rate if the result error lese or equal the target then the training is finish or continuously the operation until to reach the target.

THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this paper used RC circuit to representation first order system and RLC circuit to representation a second order system to impersonation these system, used MENN with one node in the input layer, four nodes in hidden and context layer and one node in the output layer and used tansig (Hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer) function as a transfer function in the hidden layer and hardlim function in the output layer.

Training Method

In this paper, training algorithm had been done in three different way (matlab, c++, c under ZYNQ).

Usually training of neural networks done offline, it mean training the network in software and take the result of weight’s value and put it in the hardware that represent the neural network. The work in neural network divide in two phase: training phase and running phase.
In training phase represent the number by floating point to compute a exactly weight this mean in matlab the number represent by 64 bit, in c++ represent by 32 bits and the same thing c

**Chart 1: Dynamic Backpropagation algorithm**

1. Start
2. Choose a random value for weight $w$ between $(-1,1)$
3. Normalize inputs and targets between $(-1,1)$
4. Set an initial value of (context & hidden) layers = 0
5. Decide a minimum error (err)
6. Calculate the error of each output according to $\text{error} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2$
7. Calculate total error for input vector according to $\text{error} = \sum_{i} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2$
8. Calculate change of weight $\Delta w = -\eta \frac{\partial L}{\partial w}$
9. Calculate new value of weight according to $w_{new} = w_{old} + \Delta w$
10. If the error is less than err, go to step 9, else end.
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under zynq, while in running phase used fixed point to represent number 16 bits because the mathematic computation doesn’t need to high precision.

Implementation Modified Elman Neural Network in FPGA

In general Elman neural network contains (multiplier, adder and transfer function). In this work the input layer works as a buffer to pass the input to hidden layer, in the hidden layer, there are 20 multipliers (5 multipliers in each nodes), 16 adders (4 adder in each nodes), in the context layer contains 4 multiplier (one for each nodes) and 4 adder (one for each nodes) and finally in the output layer there are 4 multipliers, 3 adders and this can represent it in Figure 3.

Implementation Platform

Zedboard is used in the evaluation and development of programs, depending on the processor (Xilinx ZynqTM-7000 All Programmable SoC) as it combines 85,000 logic gate system (Series-7 Programmable Logic cells) and dual-processor (Corex-A9).

The strength of (Zedboard) to contain the peripheral devices on board as well as the ability to expand this and make it an ideal platform for both novices and experienced designers (Pham, 1996).

The work in this board dived to three part, first part select the hardware needed to done work (select processor (processing_system7_0), select memory(DDR), select type of input output (Fixed_IO)), the second part built elman hardware in VHDL and export it as bloke, the last part write program in c language to make interface between hardware of the system as show in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Implementation Modified Elman Neural Network in FPGA
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Figure 4: Implementation Platform

Figure 5: RC Circuit

Figure 6: The relationship between input/output to first order system:
1-the normal way, 2-after training in matlab, 3- after training in c++, 4- after training
RESULTS
In this work, the system applied is first order system (RC circuit) as shown in Figure 5, the system trained by matlab, C++ language, C language under ZYNQ, and tested it by ZedBoard and the result as shown in Figure 6.

CONCLUSION
From the result can see that the training in matlab takes more time compare with training in c++ and c under zynq that return to number of represent number in matlab is double than in c++ and c under zynq.
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